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ABSTRACT
This paper presents twomethods for connecting aggregated records
to their source institutional metadata profiles. The use case of the
Open Language Archives Community (OLAC) application profile
is considered and evaluated. The design purpose of OLAC is to
share knowledge about language resources. To that end, the OLAC
metadata application profile supports the exchange of metadata so
that it can be aggregated and serve the needs of end-users. Unifor-
mity in the semantic use of elements within the application profile
provides the greatest utility for end-users. Discovering the source
of semantic diversity remains a challenge. A first step in provid-
ing scholars access to the semantics of aggregated metadata is to
publish the local metadata profiles used by institutions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Document metadata; • Information
systems→ Digital libraries and archives; Database adminis-
tration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Several scholars [13, 36, 37] note that stewards of language re-
sources must strategize to engage with multiple audiences. That
is, stewardship institutions need to consider multiple audiences
and communication channels as they look to increase engagement
with stewarded resources. This impacts cataloging (metadata record
creation), resource discovery, and user interface design. The search
and discovery process directly relates to successful stewardship.
Undergirding search and discovery success is the issue of metadata
quality. Yasser [38] summarizes Zeng and Qin [40] in describing the
relationship between metadata quality and the ability of a digital
library to meet its goals:

... poorly created metadata records result in poor
retrieval and limit accessibility to collections, ul-
timately exercising a detrimental impact on the
continuing adoption and use of a digital library. In
consequence, problematic metadata is highly un-
desirable and needs to be understood for further
action in developing remedial solutions.

TheOpen LanguageArchives Community (OLAC) has for twenty
years [4, 5] provided a metadata application profile to archives and
other data providers to help them meet their resource engagement
goals. Recent research on language resource stewardship practices

has reported on both user interface [39] and the content of descrip-
tion records [10]. These teams of scholars source their evidence
directly via the web presentations of language resource stewards.
Alongside these efforts, other work has focused on the display and
presentation of records via the OLAC interface, which is often a
derivative from the native metadata application profiles at institu-
tions [29, 30]. The research that has analyzed OLAC records [29, 30]
has focused on the semantics [22, 27] and usage of the metadata
elements within records relative to the nature of the artifact being
described. As such, it falls broadly into “metadata quality” research
which investigates the accuracy, completeness and consistency in
records and across record sets [9, 23, 35]. This more recent work con-
trasts with previous models measuring metadata quality of OLAC
records which used quantitative approaches to measure the number
of elements provided per record [14].

Metadata accuracy and consistency has been addressed in large
scale aggregation projects in a variety of ways, often including
metadata utilities which attempt to regularize records for the benefit
of end-users [12, 19, 24, 25, 31]. However, completeness can remain
a challenge due to the variety of semantic options. Completeness
is a measure of the totality of description versus the total possible
description within the metadata schema based on an object’s nature.
Accessing source metadata schema documentation brings clarity
to evaluation processes.

The issue of metadata quality is central to the idea of creating
shareable and interoperable data which end-users will find useful in
their searches [32]. Resource descriptions need to be interoperable
not only at the syntactic level (Dublin Core Elements) but also
at the semantic level; e.g., which elements are used and how the
information values in the elements are derived. Consistent metadata
quality—including semantics—is important to end-user experience.
High-qualitymetadata is especially impactful when the engagement
platform becomes dynamic or when visual representations are
dependent on the content within the record. These are critical
issues for the OLAC community to address if OLAC is to survive in
the digital libraries’ “mainstream” as Bird and Simons [4] envision.

2 OLAC METADATA
To fully appreciate the context of OLAC records, a deeper under-
standing of the processes by which OLAC records are generated
is needed. For many OLAC data providers, the metadata records
offered for aggregation are transformed (i.e., cross-walked) from a
“native” or institutional metadata schema into the Open Archives
Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) and Dublin
Core-based OLAC metadata application profile [1–3, 33]. For exam-
ple, SIL International’s Language & Culture Archives uses a Dublin
Core based application profile which has no public documentation
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Figure 1: Moving metadata from data-provider “local” formats to the OLAC format.

but can be investigated via the open source application RAMP [26].1
In contrast, the Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin Amer-
ica (AILLA) has public documentation on its website regarding
its current metadata schema, but its evolutionary history is not
clear.2 Early in AILLA’s history it was stated that it used an IMDI
based application profile [15]. IMDI (ISLE Meta Data Initiative) is
a metadata profile which started out in Europe with projects such
as DoBeS [7, 8, 17, 18]. It evolved into CMDI a modular metadata
schema used by various CLARIN entities [6, 11]. Some portion of
the metadata schemas of several language resource stewards includ-
ing The Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR) and The Pacific and
Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures (PAR-
ADISEC) can be seen in the LaMeta application’s code.3 Broadly
across aggregation efforts cross-walking metadata is a common
architectural process data providers support in order to communi-
cate with aggregators [16]. The conceptual process is illustrated in
Figure 1.

The OLAC metadata application profile provides specific access
points for end-users to discover and engage with resource records.
Data-provider- or institution-specific metadata application profiles
may be designed to facilitate institution-specific user interfaces or
reporting requirements. These may be in addition to, or in lieu of,
access points provided via OLAC interfaces. The use of institution-
specific metadata application profiles is not uncommon across dig-
ital library projects. This is the very reason that OAI-PMH was
created and that Dublin Core remains so pervasive across the digi-
tal libraries landscape—there is a clear need for (1) a generalizable
super-set of metadata and (2) interface-building around generalized
metadata.

The semantics of specific fields in institutional metadata applica-
tion profiles may differ from the semantics of the most appropriate
field in the OLAC-AP. Additionally, certain fields in the OLAC-AP
may be inferred during the transformation process, e.g., the SIL
Language & Culture Archives does not record the DCMIType in
their local application profile but generate this field for OLAC con-
sumption based on several other factors. This means that inconsis-
tencies or low-quality metadata may have several sources. Primary
among these are signal noise via the transformation process and

1https://www.ramp.sil.org
2https://ailla.utexas.org/site/depositors/metadata
3https://github.com/onset/lameta

low quality cataloging at the point of data origin. As metadata pro-
fessionals look at OLAC metadata to evaluate record quality and
interface utility for end-users, it is useful to consult the documen-
tation for the transformation process and the institution-specific
metadata application profiles. Additionally, institutional metadata
application profiles and cataloging practices may evolve over time.
These changes may have different evolutionary cycles from meta-
data transformation processes. This can leave OLAC metadata in a
discombobulated state while metadata is well-formed (to local stan-
dards) at data providers. However, many of the institution-specific
metadata application profiles for OLAC data contributors are not
accessible to the general public and neither is documentation on
the transformation process. The state of documentation access for
OLAC data providers is not entirely out of the norm. Park and
Tosaka [28], when investigating metadata aggregators, their appli-
cation profiles, and the use of Dublin Core, observed that many
data providers add to application profiles and frequently do not
make their local metadata profiles public. They say:

. . . the survey shows that the use of locally added
homegrown metadata elements is allowed in nearly
70% of them. Only about one-fifth of local applica-
tion profiles (19.6%) are made available online to
the public. This means that not only is it difficult
to create shareable metadata but also it is very dif-
ficult to have a quality assurance mechanism that
is shareable beyond the local environment.

3 PROPOSAL
The rest of this paper discusses two ways in which records can
be related to the cataloging schema used in their creation by the
OLAC network of data providers. By granting access to metadata
records via OLAC and access to the documentation for the meta-
data schemas at participating data providers, institutions support
the flourishing of ethnolinguistic minority communities through
metadata and language related artifacts and they also support the
scholarly networks which support them.

3.1 Modify the data-provider description
The first way in which records can be related to the cataloging
schema is to add an XML element with the source schema in the
data provider’s description record. The OAI-PMH implementation

https://www.ramp.sil.org
 https://ailla.utexas.org/site/depositors/metadata
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guidelines [21, §3.1] outline a series of optional containers. One
container type provides information about a data provider. The
OLAC-AP has implemented a container for providing identifying
information about the data provider [34] as illustrated in Figure 2.

1 <description >

2 <olac -archive type="institutional" currentAsOf="⌋
↩→ YYYY -MM-DD"

3 xmlns="http ://www.language -archives.org/OLAC⌋
↩→ /1.1/olac -archive"

4 xmlns:xsi="http ://www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema -⌋
↩→ instance"

5 xsi:schemaLocation="http ://www.language -⌋
↩→ archives.org/OLAC /1.1/olac -archive

6 http ://www.language -archives.org/OLAC /1.1/⌋
↩→ olac -archive.xsd">

7 <archiveURL >www.example.com </archiveURL >

8 <participant name="" title="" email="x@y.z"/>

9 <institution >Entity </ institution >

10 <institutionURL >www.example.com </ institutionURL⌋
↩→ >

11 <shortLocation >City , Country </ shortLocation >

12 <location >Address </location >

13 <synopsis ></synopsis >

14 <access ></access >

15 <archivalSubmissionPolicy ></⌋
↩→ archivalSubmissionPolicy >

16 </olac -archive >

17 </description >

Figure 2: OLAC-AP structure for the description of a data
provider.

One approach to providing contextual information about the
data provider’s native metadata application profile is to modify this
section of the OLAC-AP to include the title, version, and location of
access for the native metadata application profile used by the data
contributor. Following the patterns in the existing documentation,
something like what is illustrated in Figure 3 would work.

1 <sourceMetadataApplicationProfile title="" version=""⌋
↩→ documentationURL="" />

Figure 3: Placement of OLAC-AP content within the OAI
record structure.

This method provides some basic access to the native metadata
application profiles of OLAC data providers. The approach, however,
has several drawbacks. For example, it does not specify at a record
level which metadata schema or cataloging policy was current at
the time a record was created. Cataloging policy can also affect
metadata quality. However, if the proposed XML element were
repeatable, then some change history would be accessible. A fourth
attribute for dateActive="YYYY-MM-DD" would then indicate, in
addition to the version number of the metadata profile, the dates a
version was active. The method also does not address the change
cycle in the metadata transformation technology if metadata is also
transformed, which most is. A second repeatable element would be
needed to track the metadata transformation technology life cycle.
Good metadata application profile documentation should track

changes, assigning version numbers to documentation versions
and include dates of version changes within the documentation.

3.2 Record level association
Using OAI-PMH’s built-in record provenance feature [21, §3.4]
provides a second solution for addressing the documentation of the
native data provider metadata application profile. This approach
would require a modification to the current OLAC database. Current
OLAC architecture harvests records via OAI-PMH but only writes
certain fields and attributes to the SQL database fromwhich the User
Interface is driven. The current architecture disregards any data-
provider information supplied within an OAI-PMH <provenance>
container. Unlike the first proposed solution, the second solution
applies at the record level. The OAI-PMH <provenance> container
has specific elements useful for tracking both changes within the
record, for example those conducted by metadata utilities after
harvesting but prior to display, and sources of the record [20]. OLAC
data providers can use the <provenance> container to acknowledge
archival deposit curation activities.

The two options presented need not be considered mutually
exclusive. That is, they can be and likely should be used in concert.
The first one provides a general link to a presumably well docu-
mented metadata schema and the second one indicates record level
provenance.

4 CONCLUSION
In considering the future of OLAC, Bird and Simons [4] say: “we
hope to shift from an idiosyncratic community-specific infrastruc-
ture to a mainstream infrastructure that interoperates with the
global Web of Data”. By identifying and linking to data-provider
application profiles and implementing provenance tracking for
archival records, OLAC further connects with the global availabil-
ity of bibliographic records. OLAC data, and the narrative of the data
providers, moves towards greater transparency and interoperability.
Altering OLAC infrastructure to support record level provenance
will build upon OLAC’s theme of openness. Well-formed prove-
nance records can support a variety of scholarly activity metrics
demonstrating scholarly effort. Provenance recording and semantic
inference can provide the mechanisms by which a metadata utility
can engage with data providers to support their metadata curation
processes at a scale they would not be able to achieve indepen-
dently. Such a service changes the dynamics around involvement
for data providers. Instead of simply providing metadata to OLAC,
the ability to receive suggestions from a metadata utility can start
to prompt data providers with record level nudges related to quality
enhancements.
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